
Feed a child and you make them dependent on eating from your hand but teach a child 
to grow food and the child is free from slavery, free from the burden of eating out of 
another MAN'S hand. This is your dilemma and we give you NO sympathy for this.  
 
Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217932192924519  
 
------------------------------  
 
Sanitised 
 
22 December at 15:57 ·  
 
Hi. Dear friends. The situation of children in Gaza is worse than ever before. 
 
The children of Gaza do not smile very much, they fight for survival. 
 
The children of Gaza have been punished for eleven years for only one crime: 
 
Crime because they are refugees. Their situation is now worse than ever! 
 
This is not justice, not "human rights". We just had to help them survive. 
 
Many families are waiting to help you with much hope. 
 
Please consider this part of your family and feel their pain. 
 
Donate any amount, and you can be a source of happiness for children in Gaza 
 
Please participate and donate 
 
I thank you from the bottom of my heart for helping me help these precious people 
 
Help us please! 
 
You can donate via PayPal 
://gogetfunding.com/i-work-on-helping-poor-families-in-gaza  
 
GOGETFUNDING.COM 
I work on helping poor families in Gaza 
 
Hi. Dear friends. Please donate if you can and share this charity work. To distribute 
food to poor families here in the Gaza Strip, please help fund this in order to alleviate 
the suffering of children and draw their smiles. Without your donation, we can not 
support poor families. Please continue to... 

https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217932192924519


 
------------------------------ 
 
Hannah Kristi Noh 
 
'Yellow Vests' protests hit Israel 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_w5ulMrmlz8   
 
------------------------------ 
 
Hannah Kristi Noh 
 
 I have no income, but, I will contribute what I can… We, the people struggle to survive. 
We want to live, not survive. It has always been the evil elites in power, that caused us 
all to suffer. The rich gets richer, while the poor gets poorer. Very corrupt system. We 
already know about the Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, corruption & also, blood 
of many innocent people on his hands, especially children… 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Sanitised 
 
Hannah Kristi Noh thank you very much 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Hannah Kristi Noh 
 
Your welcome. 
 
------------------------------  
 
Jeannie Beannie 
 
GOD BLESS BROTHER YOUR A GOOD PERSON FOR WHAT YOU DO... AMIN... 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Sanitised 
 
thank you very much 
 
------------------------------  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_w5ulMrmlz8


Sanitised 
 
I hope you will contribute with me very soon so that I can help as many poor families 
as possible 
 
------------------------------  
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
The shadow never directly told us it was a shadow - it was other men and women 
telling us about the shadow but these definitions are NOT the shadow so the shadow 
remains pure fantasy in spite of how much others believe it exists.  
 
Fantasy has nothing to do with reality and therefore can't teach us anything about 
reality and so the confusion about reality continues in the lives of those lost to fantasy 
believing fantasy is part of reality.  
 
Fear is pure fantasy too as is Kundalini and "their "own" being" and "hole" and 
alphabets and everything of alphabets. It is those misguided with good 
hearts/intentions lost to constant prones of fantasy who are completely destroying 
reality all-the-while believing they are doing the right thing, and so a man-made hell 
continues appearing amongst reality but there is nowhere to go to meet this fantasy 
amongst the maddening throng because everyone has given up reality and therefore 
are unconscious of the fantasy they still act on behalf of but there is no one listening to 
respond because there is no one there that's part of reality.  
 
"DEFINITIONS FORM THE FANTASIES OF PERCEIVED REALITIES".  
 
"The System" is pure fantasy and whenever you accept a fantasy as being part of your 
reality, you have already accepted the shadow of "The System" as the crowning glory 
over the whole of what remains of your real life, that's if if there is anything still 
remaining of reality to remind you of what reality really is.:)   
 
This patience is a shadow, is pure fantasy, and anyone relying on patience for others 
to awaken are already lost in the mire of pure fantasy where the patience amongst 
those already lost to fantasy remain lost to fantasy too. They still love the shadows 
more. Life is for the living while all else remain forever lost  
 
Sure, this post plays on the performing sentiments of MAN'S good heart/nature, BUT, 
it's a load of complete bullshit.  
 
Performing defined morality and good hearted sentiments is still pure fantasy and will 
always remain fantasy.  
 



Best to wake up and stop acting as a good hearted MAN with good hearted sentiments 
as the act will continue to keep you lost and deeply confused with reality. In the act of 
being "good hearted" is already a MAN completely lost to delusions of grandeur. :)  
 
Be (LIVE) the living light of truth and not be the shadow of the living "word" (whatever 
alphabet words that suck you in to the shadows of pure darkness/fantasy).  
 
--- 
 
Sanitised wrote "We are made of both shadow and light entangled in an omni braid. 
When one learns to love and not fear their shadow they will experience kundalini and 
become whole. When one can love their own being unconditionally one becomes holy 
then they can love other beings, the earth and the universe in a the most immaculate 
true way. Deep peace and infinite love"  
 
And Sanitised 2 posted: 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=931961017003210&set=a.1007426034583
93&type=3&theater  
 
------------------------------  
 
Mara Haddad 
 
but you're a fool, what's wrong with you? Are you talking about the needs and suffering 
of Palestinian children, and you go out with this stupidity? 
 
------------------------------  
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
@ Mara Haddad  
 
Sanitised is posting his Palestinian work on our FB wall and we are posting what we 
are all about on his FB wall. Simple. :) Have a nice day 
 
------------------------------  
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
We also do this  
 
Love For Life Garden Late Spring Early Summer 2018 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=
3   

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=931961017003210&set=a.100742603458393&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=931961017003210&set=a.100742603458393&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10217820228525479&type=3


 
------------------------------   
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
We produce over 1.5 ton of food per year on 1/16th or so of an acre and initially we did 
this with very little money - just hard work and constant focus. 
 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Arthur Cristian thank you very much 
 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Arthur Cristian, I hope you can contribute with me to support my charity campaign 
 
------------------------------    
 
Carolyn Wallace 
 
Arthur Cristian No doubt you did .......but I doubt you had bombs going off around you! 
Seems trite lessons about agriculture in a war situation! 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Sanitised If you read our story you will see that we are very poor too and we are ok 
with that because we show others how to fix poverty by growing food all year round 
and recreating food forests so that you don't have to be a gardener anymore, but the 
food forests take around 20 to 30 years to be established. This is the ONLY way of the 
future - get their kids growing food and learn to take full responsibility for their lives. 
Always better than sucking on the nipples of charity to live and survive. Best to break 
that chain as soon as possible and wherever possible. 
 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Carolyn Wallace But the Israeli occupation destroys everything in the land 



 
------------------------------   
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
A real MAN/wombMAN stands on their feet and makes things happen without a broken 
will ---> GROW FOOD FORESTS. and pass on this legacy for all generations to come.  
 
Get out of "The System" of broken wills. We did this while encountering immense 
hardships - NEVER SET THE EXAMPLE OF A BROKEN WILL. IN SPITE OF THE 
BOMBS, GET UP AND KEEP GOING, KEEP GROWING FOOD, KEEP MAINTAINING 
THAT FULL-RESPONSIBILITY AND SUPPORT WHEREVER POSSIBLE IN MAKING 
THIS HAPPEN ALWAYS.  
 
WE ARE MAN AND NOT SLAVES WITH BROKEN WILLS.  
 
GET PAST THE FEAR OF DEATH, FEAR OF LOSS, FEAR OF TOMORROW, etc, 
etc. 
 
------------------------------   
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
So what the Israelis bomb them, start another and another and another and never give 
up = FREEDOM = NO SLAVES/SLAVERY. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
Arthur Cristian, We dispute everything, but the Israeli occupation destroys everything 
 
------------------------------   
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
And have no e-motional attachments to any outcomes. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Unless there is "community immunity" = No broken wills, you will have nothing because 
you already are nothing. 



 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Get past life and death and set the living dream (live in the dream) of MAN'S undefined 
life = the soul. The soul of MAN is ALL that matters. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Sympathy plays on the weakness of others who are suffering. We should NEVER 
make money out of the misery of others. or exploit others due to their misery. 
 
------------------------------   
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
We are saying that in spite of whatever cruelty is being thrown at them, inspire the 
children to grow food always, always, always, and stay focused on creating abundance 
and sharing the abundance with everyone. This is as close to god-like we can be under 
these present circumstances and do make sure you have PR and marketing and 
media and keep sharing the news to the world of your wondrous garden feats including 
what the Israelis are doing with these gardens. Set the example of how life should 
really be. no one owns land or nature, etc. We are custodians, caretakers, etc of 
reality. 
 
------------------------------   
 
Dana Horochowski 
 
Earthly Grail 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUHUIROctU8  
 
------------------------------    
 
 
 
 
 
Dana Horochowski 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUHUIROctU8


I can mail you some seeds if you give me your address 
https://www.aliexpress.com/w/wholesale-
seedsplants.html?spm=2114.search0104.0.0.75695079jSxTqb&site=glo&SortType=pri
ce_asc&g=y&SearchText=seedsplants&CatId=121&initiative_id=AS_20181229205638
&needQuery=n&isFreeShip=y&fbclid=IwAR2QJyRmoYBqAO7gBM0s0ceDVywXm06Tf
dXfVqY-yVLzfAs6iFK3MnCFNp0   
 
Free shipping on Bonsai in Garden Pots & Planters, Garden Supplies and more on 
AliExpress 
ALIEXPRESS.COM 
 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Thank you very much dear, but I collect donations to buy food, clothes, medicines, milk 
and diapers and send them to poor families in Gaza 
 
I live in the southern Gaza Strip of Khan Younis 
 
------------------------------   
 
Dana Horochowski 
 
good money maker to sell to people on the street - seedlings 
 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Dana Horochowski I work day and night to save the lives of children from hunger, 
homelessness, begging, cold, pain and smile on their faces to be happy 
 
------------------------------  
 
Dana Horochowski 
 
Sanitised 
 
they need to work too 
 
------------------------------   
 
Dana Horochowski 

https://www.aliexpress.com/w/wholesale-seedsplants.html?spm=2114.search0104.0.0.75695079jSxTqb&site=glo&SortType=price_asc&g=y&SearchText=seedsplants&CatId=121&initiative_id=AS_20181229205638&needQuery=n&isFreeShip=y&fbclid=IwAR2QJyRmoYBqAO7gBM0s0ceDVywXm06TfdXfVqY-yVLzfAs6iFK3MnCFNp0
https://www.aliexpress.com/w/wholesale-seedsplants.html?spm=2114.search0104.0.0.75695079jSxTqb&site=glo&SortType=price_asc&g=y&SearchText=seedsplants&CatId=121&initiative_id=AS_20181229205638&needQuery=n&isFreeShip=y&fbclid=IwAR2QJyRmoYBqAO7gBM0s0ceDVywXm06TfdXfVqY-yVLzfAs6iFK3MnCFNp0
https://www.aliexpress.com/w/wholesale-seedsplants.html?spm=2114.search0104.0.0.75695079jSxTqb&site=glo&SortType=price_asc&g=y&SearchText=seedsplants&CatId=121&initiative_id=AS_20181229205638&needQuery=n&isFreeShip=y&fbclid=IwAR2QJyRmoYBqAO7gBM0s0ceDVywXm06TfdXfVqY-yVLzfAs6iFK3MnCFNp0
https://www.aliexpress.com/w/wholesale-seedsplants.html?spm=2114.search0104.0.0.75695079jSxTqb&site=glo&SortType=price_asc&g=y&SearchText=seedsplants&CatId=121&initiative_id=AS_20181229205638&needQuery=n&isFreeShip=y&fbclid=IwAR2QJyRmoYBqAO7gBM0s0ceDVywXm06TfdXfVqY-yVLzfAs6iFK3MnCFNp0
https://www.aliexpress.com/w/wholesale-seedsplants.html?spm=2114.search0104.0.0.75695079jSxTqb&site=glo&SortType=price_asc&g=y&SearchText=seedsplants&CatId=121&initiative_id=AS_20181229205638&needQuery=n&isFreeShip=y&fbclid=IwAR2QJyRmoYBqAO7gBM0s0ceDVywXm06TfdXfVqY-yVLzfAs6iFK3MnCFNp0


 
Get them gardening 
 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Dana Horochowski  
 
I work as a charity system for poor families in Gaza 
 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Dana Horochowski  
 
Hoping to talk to your friends to stand by my side to support my charity campaign to 
continue my noble work to help poor families in Gaza 
  
------------------------------    
 
Dana Horochowski  
 
EARTH PARTY - time to fly  
 
2014-06-21 Cathedral Town Church 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oLzrK37CjM  
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
FB PM 30th December 2018  
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Always co-create and expand the living and not dead things. "The System" is dead and 
everything of "The System" is dead. Nature/Earth is living and not dead and MAN was 
meant to be living too and not dead. 
 
--------------- 
 
Sanitised 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oLzrK37CjM


 
But I have no land to grow  
 
I work day and night to save the lives of children from hunger, homelessness, begging, 
cold, pain and smile on their faces to be happy 
 
Every day I visit the poor and the needy in Gaza and distribute vegetables, meat and 
clothing to them 
 
--------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Neither do we but we did it anyway on a rental property without permission, everyone 
is on land right now - it's sorting out all the doubt, uncertainty, fear, complacency, 
apathy, denial, weakness, pettiness, scarcity, etc, playing on the broken will of MAN. 
 
--------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
Your words are true, but we need money so that we can provide services to the poor 
families in Gaza  
 
Can you contribute with me a little money  
 
--------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Since 2006, Arthur is completely out of "The System", dropped all contracts and 
obligations with "The Systems", including bank accounts, passport, birth certificate, 
drivers’ licence, tax file number, credit cards, no cash money, no black market, no car 
registration, leases, mortgages, contracts for power, gas, internet, telephone, etc, etc, 
etc. Arthur has NO MONEY. see https://loveforlife.com.au 
See you later, back out to the garden. 
 
--------------- 
 
Sanitised 
 
I wish you a beautiful day filled with happiness and love my dear 
Hoping to talk to your friends to stand by my side to support my charity campaign to 
continue my noble work to help poor families in Gaza 



 
--------------- 
 
18:43 30th December 2018  
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
We have a big war here in Australia and ALL our Australian friends are focused on 
what is happening here. The crimes against Australians are so severe that these 
issues and the crime syndicates behind them must be gotten rid of and once we have 
sorted out our issues here, we can look beyond our backyard and reach out to help 
others from our strength and not from our present weakness.  
 
---------------  
 
Sanitised 
 
Here, too, we are living in a war with the Israeli occupation of the Gaza Strip  
 
Every day the Israeli occupation kills innocent and innocent children 
 
We live in very difficult circumstances because of the siege imposed more than 12 
years ago 
 
--------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Multi millions of innocent children are being murdered every year by Freemasons/high-
level-occultists who operate an international network to bring in a one world 
system/government based on a cashless economy, aspartame, msg, chlorine, 
radiation, fluoride, vaccination, chemtrails, haarp, microwaves, electromagnetic fields, 
etc, etc, etc, and there is 101,000+ poisons, toxins and chemicals constantly circulating 
all across Earth, all day every day and night, in the air and in the water and is 
spreading aggressively through the soil and natural food supplies.  
 
There are terrible and nasty poisons, etc, and human body parts in over 40,000 food 
products (food colourings, additives, emulsifiers, etc) found on the shelves of all the 
western world supermarkets, etc. And the degradation of the quality and nutrition of 
food is rapidly going out of control with children now dying before their parents caused 
by unnatural diseases, etc.. The scale of harm to MAN on the land, tribes, villages, etc, 
who live in forests, etc, now being decimated. The ecological devastation is currently 
beyond most people's present comprehension.  
 



The immense damage to the oceans. seas, lakes, rivers and other natural waterways, 
aquifers and underground water tables - the immense damage and murder to natural 
habitats and the extreme pollution in the air and water and soil. We can go on for hours 
detailing what is going out of control, and all of it combined, including paedophilia and 
ritual sacrifice, contributes to the murder of multi-millions of children, teenagers and 
adults every year and the fact that millions of children going missing every year 
NEVER TO BE FOUND (most of them were sacrificed by occultists). 
 
You do what you have to do and we do what we have to do and maybe one day we will 
all meet in the middle with a magnificent future ahead for all of us.  
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
How the land looked when we moved on to this rental property and how the rental 
property looks since we created a food garden on around 1/16th to 1/10th of an acre 
producing 1.5 tonne of fresh organic food. 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709374195440&type=
3&hc_location=ufi   
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
God bless this good work 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
This is also all thanks to God 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Before the fall into self-obsession ("The System"/hell), all our ancestors lived amongst 
food forests no one owned and they had it all with no concern for tomorrow or what's in 
it for me.  
 
The way out of all this mess is recreating paradise which starts between the ears here 
and now and lives there in focus forevermore and while we are holding and living this 
dream, we wake up and go to bed co-creating these food forests shared freely and 

https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709374195440&type=3&hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/media_set?set=a.10215709374195440&type=3&hc_location=ufi


while Israel is bombing and bombing and killing and harming us, we continue co-
creating and expanding the living dream of food forests that is who we really are, 
MAN'S TRUE NATURE, and we do this because there is nothing else to live for or do - 
we don't want to be like them.  
 
So, let Israel play with eternal death while we play with eternal life - we've remembered 
who we really are, LIFE. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
The devil of our imagining comes so very close that its already sitting on the tip of our 
nose where it has always been, with fishing line hook and bait cast into the alphabet 
ocean of our fantasies, and there it is laughing its head off as it plays with us, pulling 
the line here and there knowing we're nibbling at the bait and we don't even realise it. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Hoping to live like the rest of the world freely 
 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
The Israeli occupation destroys everything in Gaza 
 
Despite all the difficulties we face, I spend half of my time helping poor families in Gaza 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Sanitised 
 
Get past the doubt and uncertainty and live the dream of life. Don't let what Israel is 
doing get at you, no matter how evil, cruel and horrific it all is, don't be like them, 
meaning, don't have a broken will. Get past the fear of death and fear of death to 



children, family, villages, tribes, etc, and just be LIFE, live the dream of life you hold 
and don't let any other dark dream come into it.  
 
Life is for the living and not for the dead (between the ears).  
 
Just ignore everything Israel is doing and stay focused on creating life, life, life, life, life, 
life, life.  
 
You must create the light (life) for those lost in the darkness to return to because if 
there is no light (life) then there is no light for those lost in the darkness (death - anti-
life/christ), to return to.  
 
The full responsibility for life and holding the dream of life is with each of us. It's what 
we do and not what they are doing.  
 
There is no life in money/"The System" - no one owns the land - what are we without 
land to care for?  
 
Do we support death on the land we stand on or do we support life on the land we 
stand on? 
 
 "The System" is DEAD and everything of "The System" is DEAD too - there is no life 
there. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
I will continue my noble work to help poor families in Gaza after all 
 
------------------------------   
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
We were once self-made millionaires. With very little money to start with and over 
almost 20 years, we worked very hard to build up our comfortable future retirement, but 
criminals (judges, lawyers, politicians, media, banksters, etc) conspired to steal almost 
everything from us, home and all, leaving us close to destitution and poverty raising 4 
young daughters and we took them on and they tried to kill this MAN 4 times and our 
youngest daughter - they even kidnapped the wife but we did not let all this bring us 
down. We refuse to have a broken will. 
 



From here: http://loveforlife.com.au  
 
Despite neither of us ever having broken the peace, committed a crime or injured 
anybody, between 2003 and 2007 the crime syndicate operating a tax fraud behind the 
Australian Government Taxation Department, seeking payment of $250,000.00 failed, 
and they were unable to bankrupt Arthur in the Federal Magistrates court, between 
2005 and 2007 Fiona had the family home stolen from her through fraud (organised 
crime) caused by Macquarie Bank representatives, between 2014 and 2018 Fiona was 
sued for $10,130.00 by David Bottrill, a member of Aleister Crowley's Ordo Templi 
Orientis in Canberra for defamation for a comment that she did not write or post (they 
also tried to sue Arthur but gave up), Fiona's 2005 PayPal account used primarily to 
receive gifts from supporters to keep the Love For Life website, Love For Life projects 
and Kindom remedy up on the net and moving along, including the food forest garden 
built on a rental property in East Bowral, was suddenly banned with no reason given, in 
2009 the NSW Jewish Board Of Deputies tried to shut down the Love For Life website 
because they claim Australian's do not have freedom of speech while making up lies 
that we (Fiona & Arthur) support hatred against Jews, and between 2007 and 2010 the 
NSW State Debt Recovery Office (SDRO) spent around half a million dollars after we 
didn't pay two $25.00 fines for not voting and a $65.00 fine for not changing the 
address of a dog's registration. The Macquarie bank fraud led to the destruction of 
Arthur's 19 year old office automation service and sales business, a holiday rental 
business and the theft of the family home. 
 
There have been death threats to the family, threats to take the children away and we 
have encountered hundreds of smear campaigns. Arthur has had four assassination 
attempts, the last one involved our then 2 year old daughter, Xanthe. Two elderly Love 
For Life supporters were gagged, hog tied, hooded, one of them shot in the hip and 
both, a married couple in their mid seventies, were severely tortured for two hours or 
so. The 2006 Love For Life website was taken down because it was constantly under 
attack from sophisticated algorithm bots and now, Fiona has received a 90 day 
Termination Notice to move from this East Bowral home in the Southern Highlands of 
New South Wales, Australia by the 6th November 2018, which is not possible for her. 
She has asked for more time and offered to pay more rent but the owners of multiple 
properties will not budge, despite the fact that Fiona has been a very good 13-year 
tenant and paid off most of the mortgage on the house. 
 
The "name" Arthur Cristian has also been used to fraudulently create mobile phone 
accounts with Virgin, Vodafone, Telstra and Optus despite the fact that Arthur has 
been completely out of "The System" since 2006 and has no bank accounts, credit 
cards, drivers licence, passport, tax file number, government handouts, Medicare, no 
commercial contracts, no cash or black market income so does not have the 100 
points needed to set up these accounts. We have received numerous letters from debt 
collectors regarding these fake accounts.  
 



We have experienced huge amounts of censorship on social media and elsewhere and 
we seem to be on a blacklist when it comes to mainstream media and the alternative 
networks that talk about truth, freedom, consciousness, do no harm and remedy to 
"The System". All this to a nonviolent family that will never carry weapons, don't drink, 
don't smoke or take drugs (social or big pharma), don't commit crimes, break the peace 
or injure anybody, are not part of a cult or sect, not part of any movement, religion, 
political party, not part of any societies, secret or not and do not eat flesh and blood 
creatures or any other animal products, apart from honey. 
 
We just see life as a gift on a do no harm path and that the greatest sin of all is to covet 
another MAN, which is what "The System" is all about, leading to the desecration of 
magnificence as we all accept the mediocrity of system life that is both the coveting 
and domination of MAN so that MAN can be used and abused by those who seek all 
this power and its fake glory. Under the mediocrity, we produce men and women who 
die without a soul, an eternal death of unconsciousness. This is all to be covered in the 
Love For Life insight work shared in its entirety on this temporary webpage. It should 
all be up somewhere between the 10th and 20th January 2018. 
 
We have spent thirteen years learning to recognise the fog of the brainwashing that we 
have been subjected to and sticking our heads above the fog to see what is really 
happening and who the perpetrators are, using intense scrutiny through thousands of 
debates to examine everything we had been taught. The heart of the Love For Life 
insights that we have been sharing since 2005 cannot be found in books anywhere and 
you will not hear it from the tongues of most men and women because it has all been 
kept secret. At the heart of "The System" is the fact that Definitions Form The 
Fantasies Of Perceived Realities and what has been defined is an illusion because we 
can only imagine definitions because they are fantasy so we can never be and live the 
definitions, which is what "The System" is made up of. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
And as we are already standing on land (who cares what "The System" calls it, rent, 
lease, mortgage, etc) we created a food forest garden with very little money/resources 
available. You just use your smarts and work hard ethic and start doing it. LIVE THE 
DREAM OF LIFE WE HOLD. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 



This is something that is stored for each and every one of him and his family 
 
I am doing the impossible now to help the poor and needy children but I have no land 
to grow 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
How we make a 14 to 18-day hot compost: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217931553908544 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
By means of pet residue 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Dog poo and cat poo would not be suitable for a hot compost due to the meat proteins, 
etc.  
 
These hot composts are fungi based and not bacterial based.  
 
It's best to get residue/manure from chooks, birds, sheep, goats, cow, etc, creatures 
that eat greens, etc, and not meat.  
 
This hot compost method is brilliant for getting compost up and running quickly for 
organic food production.  
 
It is important to get the temperatures between 55 and 68 degrees, ideally around 63 
because this produces the beneficial microbes.  
 
You don't want anaerobic compost or soil - you need aerobic. Bacterial based 
composts come inoculant is great for lawns, grass, etc. You need fungi-based 
composts/microbes for carbon-based garden beds.  
 
You get this right and you can produce vast amounts of food/abundance. We highly 
recommend a NO DIG METHOD, this is VERY IMPORTANT. 



 
------------------------------   
 
Sanitised 
 
Yes, this is true 
 
He wished he had the land to grow 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
You are already on land - it's what goes on in-between the ears that can't sense a way 
through this quagmire.  
 
Get enough will power (labour) from switched on men and women directed into 
creating food forest gardens out of what you already have, including location and 
resources, will do wonders.  
 
The same intense will power (labour) is currently being used to form Palestine’s 
present e-motionally driven predicaments.  
 
A shift in attitude is all that's required and this is all to do with getting to a much bigger 
picture of a dream of life you hold and working/living for that.  
 
Letting go of all the e-motions of trauma that is MAN'S will power being exercised 
requires a huge change in attitude, perspective, dreams, etc, and living for them.  
 
In spite of all the cruelty, unfairness, etc, stepping aside from all the trauma so your 
people are not bogged down in this darkness is paramount to restoring the true non-
peacock pride (of strutting around the yard) of your people.  
 
The Israelis and the black-magic occultists want your people down in the doldrums of 
despair, weakness, hopelessness, directionlessness, powerlessness, apathy, denial, 
etc.  
 
For example, becoming raw food eaters living mostly off greens that have not been 
cooked and processed will keep you all alive and very strong while your people detox 
from all the harmful toxins, etc, that come from eating tortured animals who never gave 
their permission to be killed and eaten.  
 
Just becoming raw food eaters simplifies many, many things allowing you to give up on 
many current system/survival dependencies (gas, electricity/wood/coal/etc) which will 



take enormous weights of responsibility/demands off your shoulders in surviving while 
gaining optimum health down-the-line so you have the immense will power required to 
do the most important work of growing and maintaining food forests every day right in 
the middle of Gaza and spreading out from there. 
 
Freeing up from all the burdens is freedom and with heads free you can do the 
incredible to turn things around here and now in this life. :) 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
Yes, your words are true, but we need your sympathy with me so that I can continue 
my charitable work 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Feed a child and you make them dependent on eating from your hand but teach a child 
to grow food and the child is free from slavery, free from the burden of eating out of 
another MAN'S hand. This is your dilemma and we give you NO sympathy for this. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
Yes, I love agriculture, but he has no land to plant 
 
------------------------------    
 
Arthur Cristian 
 
Yes, you do, you are on land right now. All of Gaza is land. 
 
------------------------------    
 
Sanitised 
 
I hope you support my charity campaign 
 
Yes I am on the good ground here in besieged Gaza  
 
------------------------------    



 
Arthur Cristian  
 
You want (LOVE) fantasy but hate reality (the living) more.  
 
In a very twisted way, currently, you are devoted on living off the misery of others with 
no way of ending the misery for others in this life. Basically, you live off the devils work 
under the guise you are doing God's work.  
 
Hell is paved with good intentions.   
 
To do God's work is to live and be the way God would live and be (so to speak).  
 
Since when did God create mediocrity and live off that?   
 
God dreamt for MAN to do greater things than even God.  
 
Does a mother who loves her children dream for them to always be less than her?  
 
Or does a mother who loves her children dreams for them to do even greater things 
than her?   
 
What kind of God is it if God dreams for God's creation, MAN, to always be less than 
God, to always be handicapped and disabled? This God is an evil God.  
 
A true God would always dream for his children to do even greater things than God = 
FREE WILL = UNCONDITIONAL LOVE.   
 
So which God is it that you are working under?  
 
To repeat.........  
 
"Feed a child and you make them dependent on eating from your hand but teach a 
child to grow food and the child is free from slavery, free from the burden of eating out 
of another MAN'S hand. This is your dilemma and we give you NO sympathy for this."   
 
Link: 
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=330860891100601&id=10002530
0783593&notif_id=1546249281639568&notif_t=comment_mention   
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=330860891100601&id=100025300783593&notif_id=1546249281639568&notif_t=comment_mention
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=330860891100601&id=100025300783593&notif_id=1546249281639568&notif_t=comment_mention


 
 
 
 
The Good Heart Of Kindom (Paradise)  
Arthur Cristian 
Love For Life  
 
2nd January 2019 
 
Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217949860006185  
 
------------------------- 
 
Updated - 3rd January 2019  
 
------------------------- 
 
Tony Soldo  
 
I agree with learning to live free and off the grid, but the people in Palestine have been 
dealing with such evil planned collective punishment, they can't get any supplies to be 
self-sustaining, so let’s help free them so they can live and learn like you have. peace. 
 
------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
But it's in holding the dream of the bigger picture that sets it all into motion - if we don't 
hold a much bigger picture from the outset, then the dependency on hand outs 
continues add-infinitum (so to speak) and really nothing much has changed.  
 
"Feed a child and you make them dependent on eating from your hand but teach a 
child to grow food and the child is free from slavery, free from the burden of eating out 
of another MAN'S hand. This is your dilemma and we give you NO sympathy for this."  
 
Tony, do read this thread: 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217932192924519  
 
------------------------- 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217949860006185
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217932192924519


 
 
Tony Soldo 
 
You have the right idea, but the Palestinian people are being harmed in so many ways, 
here is one small example, Settlers Destroy Crops in West Bank Village: 
http://imemc.org/article/settlers-destroy-crops-in-west-bank-
village/?fbclid=IwAR1kXvT5GxjAtG8wwUfoQI5pDR_Yn81Ka-
kysZ9kCn2A2rcdAzFIu1PqrQ0 and if this happened in your town or country, how 
would you deal with it and make you plan work? 
 
------------------------- 
 
Arthur Cristian  
 
Agreed, Tony, it is very daunting when there are those who are determined to 
undermine all your efforts BUT one of the most weakening things for those who seek to 
undermine you is for you to persist regardless of WHATEVER they do; they destroy the 
gardens - just make more, as best you can with what you can, even if it is just a few 
pots or small plots.  
 
Among the Palestinians in Gaza there must be many who have the experience of both 
their ancestors and their lives as gardeners and farmers. So, yes, the people of 
Palestine need to be supported with food, clothes, money, etc, in the short term BUT 
the big picture dream of growing food and becoming sustainable must be kept alive in 
whatever small way possible and this means encouraging and inspiring them to never 
give up.  
 
This is what we have come to - whatever they do to us, we keep going on the path we 
are on, constantly growing an abundance of fresh organic food, because when we play 
this out in the open, ALWAYS, this eventually pricks the conscience of others, 
including Israelis and the basic tenets of life, food, water, shelter, peace, calm, stability, 
security, reliability, certainty, etc, become clearly obvious and paramount.  
 
When we do this, we are the living creator creating paradise because we are the good 
heart of the living creator embodied as MAN (each of us). We are living (live-in) the 
creator's dream of life that is the abundance of paradise. 
 
This stance of growing abundance of food, ALWAYS, eventually has the harm doers 
stand out more and more and more and this breaks down Israel from inside and from 
outside. The more the people of Israel see the horrors being done to the Palestinians 
in Gaza, the more their consciences will start to prick them, especially when they see 
the people of Gaza refusing to be broken by what is being done to them and keep 
creating vast abundance of fresh organic food. 

http://imemc.org/article/settlers-destroy-crops-in-west-bank-village/?fbclid=IwAR1kXvT5GxjAtG8wwUfoQI5pDR_Yn81Ka-kysZ9kCn2A2rcdAzFIu1PqrQ0
http://imemc.org/article/settlers-destroy-crops-in-west-bank-village/?fbclid=IwAR1kXvT5GxjAtG8wwUfoQI5pDR_Yn81Ka-kysZ9kCn2A2rcdAzFIu1PqrQ0
http://imemc.org/article/settlers-destroy-crops-in-west-bank-village/?fbclid=IwAR1kXvT5GxjAtG8wwUfoQI5pDR_Yn81Ka-kysZ9kCn2A2rcdAzFIu1PqrQ0


 
The devil (the occultists inside and outside your head, "The System" of rejecting the 
good heart) tempts us to give up access to the good heart of the living creator and the 
big picture dreams of the good heart of the living creator in so many ways that we 
reject the creation of an undefined, unique, original soul that is the good heart of the 
living creator embodied as MAN (each of us) living for and being the abundance of the 
dream of paradise, and that's due to being raised in "The System" where we can all 
come up with a million reasons why we can't do it. 
 
If we don't live the good heart of MAN'S undefined dreams of life, the undefined good 
heart of the living creator which we always have access to because we have never 
been abandoned by the vast abundance of the good heart of the living creator, and 
direct our life-energy into the good heart dreams of MAN'S undefined life, of paradise, 
there already is nothing of the good heart, the sentiments and all the virtues of 
unconditional love, there to grow and expand from. 
 
The trauma based dreams that tell us that we cannot do anything and that we have to 
live as victims to our circumstances are deeply rooted in doubt, uncertainty, confusion, 
apathy, denial, weakness, hopelessness, etc, etc, etc, and while we feed these dreams 
that are not embodied/imbued with the MAGNIFICENCE of the good heart, there is 
NOTHING REAL of the good heart there and there is no paradise around us because 
there is no good heart  there, being and living this dream of abundance. All there is, is 
just the pure fantasy of MAN'S dreaming for MEDIOCRITY, for desolation, emptiness, 
isolation, self-obsession, e-go, mind-control, etc, etc...... that is the rejection of the 
abundance of the good heart of paradise in and of MAN everywhere possible. 
 
We must always create, hold and expand the magnificent light (life) of the undefined 
good heart for those lost in the darkness of mediocrity to return to, because if we/they 
don't do this, there will be no magnificent light (life) of the good heart for those lost in 
the darkness to return to - basically nothing will change - there is no abundance of 
paradise anywhere to be experienced, instead all they have on offer is "The System" 
(HELL) of mediocrity and scarcity.   
 
It's all about creating and expanding MAN'S undefined living soul, the living abundance 
of the good-hearted creator of paradise, which is ALL that matters. 
 
While we get caught up in all the distractions of the horrors, cruelty, injustices, pain and 
suffering, etc, coming from the dreams of "The System" where the harm doers of MAN 
are not holding the living (live in) paradise dream of MAN'S good heart, and we 
continue to react to them, we continue to hold dreams without the embodiment of the 
good heart of paradise and we are actually expanding hell all around us as we 
continue to feed hellish dreams.  
 



Hell is just a way of life where the abundance of paradise is rejected, ignored, 
despised, ridiculed, abused, scorned, etc. This IS the makeup of the character of an 
occultist who worships another MAN'S voice inside their head guiding them to reject 
and hate any MAN with the abundance of the good heart and the power of creation to 
live and be that dream of MAN'S life, the undefined soul.  
 
Generally speaking, these people, judges, members of the bar, politicians, priests, the 
media, big business leaders, educators, academics, scientists, professors, actors, rock 
stars, intelligence agents, military, police, government agents, etc, etc, are deeply 
infected with a terrible sickness of mediocrity and scarcity that despises the 
magnificent good heart of abundance in any MAN and they all are those zombies in 
horror movies drifting amongst desolation, emptiness, chaos, war and cannibalism, 
determined to destroy and murder the magnificent good heart.  
 
They are the Romans in the Coliseum of "The System" rejoicing in the spectacle of the 
destruction and murder of the good heart in every MAN. Anyone loving and living for 
the paradise of the good heart of abundance is found guilty of crimes against hell and 
thrown to the lions and the gladiators.  
 
They are all vampires of "SELF-OBSESSION" who hate the light of truth, freedom and 
joy because the light of the good heart of the abundance of paradise kills their dream 
of no abundance of paradise for another MAN. This is why they operate in the 
darkness, in the shadows of "self-obsession using secrecy, deceit, collusion and lies to 
undermine, sabotage and kill anyone who gets in the way of their NO PARADISE 
agenda. 
 
They play with the sentiments of the good heart with their stories of light and dark 
angels, all-mighty Gods and powerful beings overseeing their heavens and hells but 
these myths that are so close to the truth actually keep us from being and living the 
magnificent good heart of the abundance of paradise here and now, IN THIS LIFE.  
 
"The System", which includes all holy books/literature, is there to distract us in every 
possible way from being and living that abundance so that we continue to feed their 
dreams of darkness, mediocrity and immense scarcity for all of MAN and we feed 
these dark dreams when we justify and validate dark  dreams without the magnificent 
good heart of abundance being held in focus as that living dream of paradise, MAN'S 
undefined soul of eternal life.  
 
The education system, the religions, the alphabets, race, culture, creed, etc, are all 
coming from this darkness that simmers with hatred for all of MAN on land and out of 
this come the situation in Gaza and all the invasions and wars across earth and all the 
suffering of MAN on land all across earth. 
 



This is how we have forgotten the undefined good heart of MAN'S living (live in the) 
dreams of life, of MAN'S undefined soul, and while we continue to focus on these 
unnatural, traumatic dreams that we never created/dreamt for we already have a 
broken will and all we can do is reCALL the darkness, to mimic dreams of scarcity and 
mediocrity and live lives of slavery where we suck on the nipples of another MAN'S 
handout while playing in the Coliseum Games of haves and have nots, dog eat dog 
and survival of the fittest.   
 
With a broken-will dream of life that we now hold in focus, trauma and all, consciously 
or not, we are no longer capable of holding the pure and sincere good heart of "GOD" 
(so to speak), and with our compliance, acquiescence and servitude to trauma, we are 
causing the soul of MAN'S access to the undefined good heart to be severed, 
fractured, broken, etc, and this is causing MAN'S undefined soul to fade away, fade 
away, fade away......... until there is nothing of the undefined good heart existing, for 
MAN to move on with the life of the good heart.  
 
To step aside from such horrors going on all-around and to practice the discipline to 
stay focused on living dreams of MAN'S undefined soul is to break down the will of the 
oppressors. There is nothing as powerful as the dreams of the abundance of the good 
heart held in focus unwaveringly as MAN'S living (live in the) dream of paradise 
(MAGNIFICENCE). 
 
It is important to remember that this is the second attempt of the occultists (THE DEAD 
= ZOMBIES), of an ancient one bloodline family, to gain complete power and control 
over the whole of MAN on land across earth under their long term planned One World 
Government dream. Their last attempt failed and they have come back to revenge all 
those who foiled their last attempt. Sound dramatic? The occultists ARE dramatic with 
their love of symbology, their pageantry, their staged dramas played out before the 
audience of their slaves, their opulence and debauchery and their twisted morals that 
justify the abuse and slaughter of all of MAN they've targeted.  
 
We feel that what happened the first time round to destroy their dreams was something 
along the lines of what we talk about as remedy - the creation of magnificent food 
forest Kindoms, do no harm communities built around vast gardens of food abundance 
and magnificent beauty.  
 
In holding the living dream of life and setting it into motion, the creator came as MAN 
standing on land surrounded by the magnificence of paradise and this is as God-like 
MAN can ever be, the "Christ" (so to speak) of DO NO HARM, a MAN of clear 
conscience who owns nothing and, as a custodian (FULL-RESPONSIBILITY) of 
paradise, cares for and expands the gardens, mountains, valleys, forests, plains, 
creatures and waterways of abundant creation and shares everything freely because 
there is always more than enough for everyone, ALWAYS, so that no thought of going 
without ever appears in MAN'S dreaming.  



 
Not the bullshit of the occultist's concept of Knights Templers, who are contrived 
heroes and champions over-standing cured people, freed from the cruelty of a 
dictatorship that really was just another head of the occultists hydra, a deceived people 
who still remain deeply brainwashed slaves under the Knights Templars fake PAX 
ROMANUS that only is the round table of King Arthur's knights overseeing their Holy 
Grail, the New/One World Order of their Government, a MAN of Christ will not let any 
MAN be threatened and attacked with displacement, insecurity, uncertainty, instability, 
doubt, irresponsibility, confusion, distrust and chaos, leading to the "self-obsession" of 
greed, selfishness, fear, arrogance, ignorance, indifference, power and control trips, 
ridicule, abuse, despair, hopelessness, emptiness, weakness, suicidal tendencies, lack 
of direction, and rape, pillage, plunder, covetousness, jealousy, envy and other e-
motionally destructive behaviours as in invasion, war, corruption, deception, lying and 
committing fraud and slander.          
 
When we turn away from the occultists inside our heads and because we no longer 
need them, they have nothing. It is only while we rely on them for all our dreams, for 
their goods and services, benefits and privileges, for access to land under contract with 
tithing schemes, for money to buy what we haven't got because we no longer live 
freely off the land, that we need them and obey them.  
 
If we don't obey their laws, they can shut off our access to their services and our 
families are out on the street with no food, water or shelter. THIS is why they have 
gone to such great efforts to remove MAN from the land through intense inculcation 
(brainwashing); they know that MAN living freely on the land has access to everything 
needed for a real life of freedom, truth, peace, joy, abundance, certainty, security, etc, 
etc, all aspects of the basic tenets of MAN'S life living amongst an abundance of 
paradise. 
 
So what if this was what happened the first time on the lands that we now call Israel, 
Iraq, Iran, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, etc? What if this was the ONLY message of the 
Great MAN of long ago? The stories in the Bible, written only by occultists and their 
lackeys, are so twisted that the truth of what happened is lost and the stories support 
reliance on a God of fiction, "The System".  
 
What if the message of the story of the five loaves and two fishes was actually the 
Great MAN saying, "Hey, we don't need these people, these Roman dictators with their 
harsh laws and cruel acts. We can turn our backs and walk away and create all the 
abundance we need because MAN'S nature has never abandoned us - everything we 
need is available." And if the people listened to him and turned their backs on the 
Roman Empire and the Sandringham bloodlines (occultists of black-magic), creating 
the abundance the Great MAN had reminded them of - the five loaves and two fishes - 
the Roman Empire would have collapsed. 
 



This is very different to the symbol of a crucified MAN drinking the wine of his 
oppressors. The wine is the blood of the body and the bread is the flesh - this is 
cannibalism and ritual sacrifice and we are all cannibals as we use and abuse each 
other in this system of use and abuse of each other's slave labour. No God of 
unconditional love would come to tell us to live like this. The true message of the 
crucifixion is that, if you know who you really are, they cannot kill you, however much 
they mutilate and murder your body. Don't live in fear for your life, your children’s lives 
and the lives of your family - don't live in doubt and uncertainty. The living creator gave 
us the magnificence of a living paradise to create abundance with; if you only have two 
rocks, create with them, if you only have one hand, create with that hand. We and our 
dreaming are incredibly powerful if only we would stop doubting it. 
 
It is very simple to create paradise and enjoy its fruits forever and this is the eternal gift 
of life given to us by the creator. We don't have to live our lives out of "What's in it for 
me?". We were all meant to live for the dream of paradise, not for the dream of no 
paradise because we doubt our ability and think its hard work so we fob it off and live 
off the charitable handouts of others that give us the impression we are creating 
something God-Like when we aren't at all.  
 
The original people of the land we now call Israel and the surrounding lands would 
have been the original "Christians" (undefined MAN on land) co-creating Kindoms of 
abundant food forest gardens, in that they were turning away from the scarcity of food, 
water, shelter and the horrors of dictatorship and destruction to the truth, freedom and 
abundance, etc, etc, of lives as MAN on land. 
 
The occultists (zombies of desolation and scarcity) seem to be seeking their revenge 
on the people of the lands where their plans for world domination were thwarted, which 
is why they have set up such scenes of horror, destruction, degradation, suffering, 
conflict, war and possibly nuclear devastation down the line for Is---Ra---El. But there 
are many of us across earth beginning to turn our backs on their cruel system, as, 
when and however we can so they will have to nuke the whole of earth, if they are to 
stem the tide of those who are completely walking away from Rome and Babylong, 
"The System" of a MAN-made HELL.  
 
From the research we have done into the occultic symbols of Canberra and its 
surrounds, we feel that this area, including the region we live in, from Sydney to 
Canberra, is probably now the head-office of their current attempt at world domination 
and we are in the middle of it, holding a dream of truth, freedom, abundance, joy and 
do no harm that is the magnificent lighthouse of MAN'S undefined soul (God-Like-MAN 
co-creating the abundance of a living paradise) in the darkness of their despicable 
agenda, just as other men and women across earth are the lighthouses holding the 
undefined, living dream of truth, freedom, peace, joy, abundance, etc, etc, and do no 
harm in the midst of despicable harm. 
 



To the Palestinians we say, don't forget who you really are. Grow magnificent gardens 
of abundance for the greater good of everyone around you and be the wind under each 
others wings raising each other back to paradise in this life because, while you hold 
your dreams with unwavering focus, the dream of the occultists weakens and you have 
already beaten them in spite of what they do to you. 
 
There is nothing as powerful as the dreams of the good heart held in focus. 
 
And do read this post too Tony: "The Cyborg Jukebox": 
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217943282521752  
 
------------------------- 
 
Link: 
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2126824317361313&id=1518117
28195925&__tn__=K-R 

https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217943282521752

